
BRAVO DANCE CO. SOLO/DUET PROGRAM
An additional performance is a time and energy commitment, and should be seen as a privilege. In order to be 
eligible students must be enrolled in a group class in the same genre as the preferred solo/duet. This allows 
technique to be strengthened in class time while the solo/duet class times are used solely for choreography 
and cleaning.

Students will get eight (8) – classes for each solo/duet: four (4) - 45 minute sessions to learn the routine, and 
four (4) - 30 minute sessions to rehearse and clean.

*There are a limited number of spots available for this program and they tend to fill very quickly

HOW TO SIGN UP FOR A SOLO/DUET/TRIO/SMALL GROUP

Intent to perform a Solo/Duet/Trio should be expressed at time of registration by selecting the Solo, Duet, Trio, 
or Small Group option and adding a note regarding genre, dance partners, etc at the bottom of the form. 
Instructors and Senior Team Members of BDC will have the final decision though. 

Families will be contacted in late September/early October if BDC staff wish to have their child perform a solo/
duet. Solo/Duet/Trio fees will be charged at this time. After this, a rehearsal schedule will be organized. 

COMPETITIVE VS COMPETITIVE+ SOLOS/DUETS/TRIOS/SMALL GROUPS

The same policies regarding groups that are Competitive or Competitive+  apply to solos/duets. The 
foundations of a dancer’s skills and technique are undeniably important in their success and enjoyment of 
being a competitive dancer. A survey will be sent to confirmed solo/duet routines to identify those who wish to 
be Competitive, and those who wish to be Competitive+.

* Competitive+ solos/duets ARE ABLE to compete in any competition, they are not limited to C+ competitions 
only.

Solo: $260 Duet: $130 per dancer Trio or small group: $88 per dancer


